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Abstract—This paper summarized experiences of practical
software development exercise in PBL style activities from
organizer perspective. The object of this PBL is nurturing
advanced knowledge as advanced information and communication technology (ICT) engineers.
A main pillar of this report is trace the 5-year history of three
sub environments such as development, development support
and teaching support environment which are badly need to
hold our software development PBL, from problem and its
solutions viewpoint.

developing advanced IT specialists [6]. In this paper, we
summarize our experiences of software development PBL
activities.
The organisation of this paper is as follows. Details of
IT Spiral and its PBL style exercise are presented in section
II, then our improvements on prepared exercise environment
for the PBL are reported in section III. In section IV, we
describe future works of our environments, and ﬁnally we
present the conclusion of this report.
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II. IT S PIRAL AND S OFTWARE D EVELOPMENT PBL
A. IT Spiral

I. I NTRODUCTION

IT Spiral is an education program for nurturing advanced
software engineers by 9 graduate schools and 4 private
corporations under the leadership of Osaka University [7].
At ﬁrst, it was started as one of the pioneering IT specialist
development promotion programs led by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT).
Even after the support by MEXT ended, the program is
being held continuously for 5 years until now including the
supported period.
Its one-year curriculum features a series of basic software
courses, advanced software courses, and practical software
development courses. Especially, the series of practical software development courses is held at one exercise room and
about 30 or 40 students from 9 graduate schools meet in the
room. The series consists of 16-day lectures and exercises
for a total of 6 course credits. A software development PBL
is held a part of the series. Figure 1 shows a scene of activity
in our PBL.

In recent years, with the increase of the scale and complication of the information system, shortage of the information
system engineer is pointed out. At ﬁrst, industrial trend
was toward increasing the number of engineers. Nowadays
that trend changes to the quality of the engineer instead
of quantity. Therefore, nurturing advanced engineers of
information and communication technology is recognized as
an important issue [1]. Against that requirement, there are
many trials by collaboration between industry, academia and
government.
Industry requires that undergraduate and graduate students
should learn not only coding skills but also management
and communication skills which are necessary for project
management through practical exercises of software development. One way to react to the requirement of industry,
practical software development exercises in PBL [2] style
(here after referred as “software development PBL”) has
been implemented on various educational organizations [3]–
[5]. It is difﬁcult to master skill required for employment of
a project only by the usual lecture and exercise. On the other
hand, in the PBL style exercise, it is said that it might be
possible to acquire such skills because an attendance student
performs actual project management actively [5].
Against this background, we have also implemented a
software development PBL in IT Spiral, a program for
978-0-7695-4761-9/12 $26.00 © 2012 IEEE
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B. Practical Software Development Exercise
IT Spiral holds the software development PBL named
“practical software development exercise.” The PBL consists
of 3-day exercises and 1-day ﬁnal presentation which is
opportunity to report the activities of students’ project and
its improvement. It spends about one and a half months
from the ﬁrst exercise day to the ﬁnal presentation day. A
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Figure 1.

Practical scene of the software development PBL in IT Spiral

described in following.

team consists of 5 or 6 students from different universities.
Students of each team implement the web application which
speciﬁcations are given by teachers. The web application
is based on the Java EE (Enterprise Edition). The each
team implements it using JSP and Java, such as business
logic, DAO, Action of Struts framework and so on. Students
should also implement some test cases which test Java
classes implemented by themselves. The roles, for example
who implements a JSP and who implements a test case,
are decided by the team meeting. The practical software
development exercise aims to attain the following targets:
• Through the experience of software development from
implementation to integration testing by a team, the students learn the difﬁculty of working in a team and the
importance of all-around skills such as communication,
schedule management, and project management.
• Through looking back the development process, the students obtain the further understanding of development
process and process improvement.

A. Development Environment
The development environment consists not only of tools
for describing and compiling programs but also environment
for testing the implemented system. In software development
PBL, the system is developed by a team of more than one
member. It is important that all members prepare same development environment. The testing results may be different,
if the members use different environment. It is complex to
ﬁnd out the cause of the problem.
In our PBL, students implement a Java EE (Enterprise
Edition) based web application system by using the development environment in which JDK (Java Development Kit) /
JRE (Java Runtime Environment), Apache Tomcat, Eclipse,
and so on are installed. In the 1st year, the exercise was held
by using students’ laptop PC. We made students install some
software tools speciﬁed by us on their own PC. Because of
the difference of Operating System such as Windows XP and
Vista and the difference of pre-installed software especially
JRE which have different version numbers, it has occurred
that one student got the correct result on his environment
and another got the wrong result from same implementation.
In the 2nd year, then we have tried to prepare laptop PCs
installed same possible Operating System by cleaning each
PC before the exercise. Moreover, in the 3rd year, we have
tried standardization of the development environment by
distributing common image of virtual machine to students.

III. I MPROVEMENT OF E XERCISE E NVIRONMENT
We prepared and improved the exercise environment for
the software development PBL in IT Spiral. It consisted of
some sub environments. In this section, we describe our improvements of three sub environments, such as development,
development support and teaching support environments, for
5 years.
Figure 2 shows the transitions of three sub environments.
The details of the transitions of each sub environment are
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cases and so on. By using Trac, students can manage not
only reporting bugs but all tasks of the development on the
same system. Teachers can also recognize the development
status by analyzing these logs, as it will be described in
III-C.
In the 5th year, we tried the Cloud-ization of the server
running Trac and SVN to manage it easily. We used edubase
Cloud1 , one of the Cloud Computing services for education provided by GRACE center in National Institute of
Informatics, as an infrastructure of the Cloud-ization. The
summary of the new environment is illustrated in Figure 3.
Edubase Cloud is based on Eucalyptus, and booting images
of OS (machine images) are saved on the S3 (Simple Storage
Service) storage. As a characteristic of S3 storage, if the
instance of a machine image is stopped, the runtime data
is cleared. It is necessary to use EBS (Elastic Block Store)
volumes to keep Trac and SVN data persistently. Therefore,
we have planned to store constant parts, such as the web
server for running Trac and SVN, the main software and
plugins of Trac and SVN, and basic conﬁgurations of the
server, as the machine image on the S3 storage and to keep
variable data at runtime, such as Trac project data, SVN
repository data, and access logs, persistently by the EBS
volumes. We have prepared an EBS volume and an Elastic
IP address for each team, and an EBS volume and an IP
address have been always assigned to an instance in the
pair. Even if the server instance was changed, the students
could access the team data by the always same URL.
It became more easy to supply the server running Trac
and SVN for each team independently by the Cloud-ization.
The operations needed for booting two or more servers
which had similar settings only copying the machine image
and changing a few conﬁgurations. When the server trouble
occurred, we could minimize the extent of the impact. The
I/O error of the ﬁle system has occurred in the server of a
team as an actual trouble, we have tried to restore the server

On the other hand, it became clear that hardware performance was important for execution of that virtual machine.
Especially the students who used laptop PC with less than
2 GBytes RAM complained about slow performance and
said that it was impossible to implement by their own way.
So, by showing the procedures of building that development
environment for students, we considered that they could
prepare the environment whose versions of installed software
corresponded, even if they did not use virtual machine.
B. Development Support Environment
Communication in system development by a team is
generally important, so development is usually carried out
by using some support tools for that communication. It
is also applied to software development PBL. The typical
support tools of communication in system development are
for example, a versioning system, a bug tracking system,
etc.
In our original PBL, students carried out the development
by using CVS as a versioning system and Kagemai as a
bug tracking system for development support environment.
These support tools were prepared by us. Then we tried
two improvements in support environment. One of that
improvements was to introduce Trac and SVN, and the other
was the Cloud-ization of support environment.
As already reported in [6], the usability of Kagemai was
low for our PBL because it also required inputting data
which were beyond the scope of the exercise. There were
some cases that students ﬁxed bugs without to report these
bugs through Kagemai. Teachers analyzed development status of students from Kagemai and CVS data, so more exact
input was important. Therefore we introduced Trac and
SVN as a support environment which was more suitable
for our PBL. Trac and SVN were prepared for ticket driven
development. Under ticket driven development, a ticket is
generated for each task which is performed for one product
by one developer. Generated tickets are grouped by a unit
of development named milestone which corresponds to use

1 http://edubase.jp/cloud/
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Cloud-ization of the development support environment using edubase Cloud

facilitators. Through by two data, one is history of activity
stored in the task management tool and the other is changing
log of the source repository, it is possible to get general
status of process and products. Put another way, it may be
possible for facilitator to give the advice on real-time using
these data. However, it is difﬁcult to grasp problems on
development from raw log data of resources varying with
time, such as a task management tool or a source code
repository, for anyone except for an expert.

by a new instance. We have assigned the copy of the EBS
volume and the Elastic IP address which was assigned to the
troubled instance to the new instance. By this operation, we
have been able to restore the same environment as before
the trouble for students in about 12 minutes from recognition
(about 50 minutes from occurrence) of that.
In addition, we have prepared two systems against other
troubles. One is a server for duplicating data on EBS
volumes using rsync, a tool for synchronizing ﬁle systems
over the network. The other is a system that checks aliveness
of web servers providing Trac and SVN by trying to connect
to the servers with HTTP. When the trouble that there is
no response from the server occurs, it sends an email of
a warning message for us. Fortunately, any troubles which
these preparations commit effectively did not occur in our
experience.

Against this background, a novel Gantt chart tool getting
development status easily was developed in the 3rd year.
Unfortunately, scale marks of existing Gantt chart tools are
usually calibrated by a day or an hour. It is not enough
grain size for facilitators to understand development status
on software development PBL. A signiﬁcant advantage of
our tool against the existing is not miss a few changing of
temporal variation because of variability of time grain size.

C. Teaching Support Environment

Using this tool, our recognition process of student’s status
became much easier. Although some features are required
by facilitators through the practical use of the facilitation on
the PBL. With the increasing of demands, additional features
were implemented for our tool in the 5th year. For example,
alarm function by highlighting problem point on the Gantt
chart and instinctive visualization of team’s state by graphs.
Figure 4 shows output of the tool. Upper left side table
means task state of each member, right side illustrates rate

In PBL style exercise, it is important that the teacher
behaves as the facilitator whose role is the adviser rather
than the instructor. Appropriate advice from facilitators to
students is considered vital to enhance the value of PBL.
Of course the effectiveness is the same with software development PBL. What needs to be done to give students
speciﬁc advice is correct understanding of team’s status not
only about development products but also about process by
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Output of the visualization tool

as long as the PC connects with VPN via the Internet,
the common development environment can be prepared
independently of students’ laptop PC, and
• there are no need for teachers to distribute the huge
(more than few GBytes) image of virtual machine.
However, using DaaS has a high dependence on the network
environment. If there is no connection to the Internet, the
development is impossible. When all students gather in a
room and exercise, they will use one network environment
and the network load will be high. We have to clear the
network problems.
The current problem of the support environment is that
cooperation between planning of project management and
inputting data to Trac is impossible. If students plan for
project management by using some tools, since these are
independent from Trac by us, they might have to maintain
the relation between Trac and these tools manually. There
are some methodologies to make cooperation between a plan
of project management, such as WBS (Work Breakdown
Structure), and a task management system, but introducing
of speciﬁc environment may restrict students’ ideas for

of task assignment for each member and bellow one is a
Gantt chart with highlighting.
Our tool was greatly helpful to grasp development status
but the problem of data accuracy was exposed. Ergographic
data taken from task management tool are deeply depend
student’s input. Perhaps, students may make declarations an
overclaim or underclaim to avoid low marks. In other words,
the accuracy of these data is questionable. So we need to
think of effects of the non accurate data.

•

IV. F UTURE W ORK
In this section, we explain some future works about each
sub environment.
For making improvements of the development environment, we plan to use edubase Cloud as a DaaS (Desktop
as a Service) provider. DaaS is a service that the user can
access a virtual desktop terminal via the Internet. There are
some merits for both students and teachers by using DaaS.
These merits are
• the hardware performance required for students’ laptop
PC is decreased, because they can develop the system
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